NovaSAR-S

NovaSAR-S is a small SAR mission designed for low cost programmes. It is a joint technology demonstration initiative of SSTL (Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd.), UK, and EADS Astrium Ltd (Stevenage, UK). Its medium-resolution S-band Synthetic Aperture Radar has many applications, both maritime and land.

Innovation

SAR or radar missions are known for their all weather and night time viewing capabilities. NovaSAR-S will provide affordable medium resolution imagery (6-30m) at a price similar to traditional optical missions, ideal for many applications, including ship detection and oil spill monitoring.

Based on the expertise of SSTL on advanced small satellite platforms (DMC) and the payload skills of Astrium UK, the SAR remote sensing service is developed at about 20-25 percent of the cost of more traditional systems. The result is a 3m-by-1m spacecraft, weighing only 400 kg. A new energy storage technology in space will be tested, which must make radar operations on small spacecraft possible. While SAR satellite missions have always followed a more performance driven approach, NovaSAR-S is following an applications driven approach. Focused on medium resolution imagery, NovaSAR-S enables solutions for low-cost applications, opening up the use of EO SAR data for a wider user community.

The innovative S-SAR payload is primarily targeting maritime surveillance applications. But a number of viewing modes must enable it to address different applications like flood monitoring, disaster mapping, monitoring forest deforestation. Particularly in case of floodings or monitoring tropical deforestation, the cloud penetrating capabilities of the SAR instrument comes in very handy.

Next to the SAR payload, the NovaSAR-S mission will also have a AIS (Automatic Identification System) payload on board. This makes NovaSAR the first satellite to provide direct visual ship detection imagery simultaneously with AIS ship tracking data. The combination of radar imagery and AIS signals turns NovaSAR-S data into a tool for identification and tracking of vessels, and opens the door for applications related to security, smuggling, piracy and oil spilling. But there is more. NovaSAR imagery will also be used for environmental monitoring like ice cover and iceberg monitoring, pollution and bathymetry.

NovaSAR, has won an Innovation award for Navigation and Surveillance Communications from The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET). The launch of NovaSAR is planned for 2015.

Sources: ESA EO portal, BBC article, SpaceREF, NovaSAR-S brochure, NovaSAR-S datasheet

Impact
The applications driven approach of the NovaSAR-S development and the unique combination of satellite AIS with SAR viewing compatibility broadens the potential SAR applications for a wider user community.

NovaSAR-S will provide at least 1 million km² per day of cloud-free data with guaranteed time-to-target observation capability, at an affordable price. The night time all weather viewing capability in combination with the flexible imaging modes can strengthen the operational use of SAR data for a wide range of applications. The ScanSAR modes for example, will detect oil spill in coastal areas and open ocean.

The satellite is particularly suitable for rapid and large scale flood assessment when optical satellites are limited due to cloud cover. Flooded areas are easily detected by S-band SAR and can be highlighted on standard maps using change detection techniques. It provides rapid response imagery to support disaster relief planning and operations as well as damage assessment. Large areas of ice formation in polar latitudes can be monitored by NovaSAR-S as well, especially where there are long periods of darkness during the winter months. Combining SAR and AIS data will provide additional information for shipping, fishing and customs authorities.

Any of the four standard polarimetric configurations (HH, VV, HV or VH) can be provided. Image products supported may contain single, dual, tri or quad polarimetric information.

For those looking to invest in their own satellite, NovaSAR-S is available for independent ownership and control. The NovaSAR-S platform can be supplied as a spacecraft or as part of a complete mission solution. Direct in orbit tasking and encrypted data downlink provides rapid surveys of major natural disasters.

Sources: ESA EO portal, BBC article, SpaceREF, NovaSAR-S brochure, NovaSAR-S datasheet

Concept

NovaSAR-S is the small satellite approach to SAR, designed for low cost operations. SSTL’s tried and tested approach in delivering small satellite missions is combined with SAR expertise at Astrium UK to develop a highly flexible system that can support end-to-end solutions for numerous applications.

There is a similarity with missions like DMC (Disaster Monitoring Constellation), which proved that a small-satellite approach works for medium-EO resolution applications. NovaSAR-S is the first to transfer this concept to SAR missions.

The NovaSAR-S approach has been to design a baseline mission which answers the question "what imaging performance can we achieve with a spacecraft that can be built and operated at low cost, and is compatible with low cost launches?" This approach leverages heavily SSTL’s experience of low cost optical EO missions and Astrium's experience of SAR missions.

The NovaSAR-S spacecraft combines heritage avionics (of the SSTL-300 bus) with a new structural design so it is able to carry a payload. The design lifetime of the satellite is 7 years. The orbital altitude is 580 km. A new energy storage technology in space will be tested, by providing a high-power energy source for relatively short operating times.

The innovative S-SAR payload is being developed collaboratively by EADS Astrium of Portsmouth, UK, and SSTL, the payload activities are led by Astrium UK. The sensor has 4 viewing modes

AIS is a secondary load on the NovaSAR-S mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Incidence angles</th>
<th>Swath width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: ScanSAR</td>
<td>20 m</td>
<td>16-26°</td>
<td>100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25-30°</td>
<td>55 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Maritime Surveillance</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>48-73°</td>
<td>750 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Technical details
The NovaSAR-S satellite carries technical innovations in the way the spacecraft is built, its energy storage technology and the sensor equipment.

Spacecraft
Avionics: NovaSAR-S features the same avionics as those on the SSTL-300 bus of NigeriaSat-2.

The NovaSAR-S spacecraft has a mass of ~400 kg, a xenon propulsion system, and a design life of 7 years.

Orbit: Sun-synchronous orbit, nominal altitude of 580 km.

RF communications: The TT&C data are transmitted in S-band (2025-2110 MHz, 2200-2290 MHz); the payload data are downlinked in X-band (8.025-8.4 GHz) at a data rate of 500 Mbit/s. An onboard data storage capacity of 544 GByte is provided.

Innovative energy storage technology
SSTL is developing a prototype of a super-capacitor based power system, including a capacitor charge regulator (with maximum peak power tracking and control charging), a cell monitoring and management module (to monitor and protect each cell), and capacitor-bank (energy storage module). A COTS LIC (Lithium-Ion Capacitor) is employed in the capacitor-bank. The LIC uses activated carbon as a positive electrode that makes an electric double layer, and has lithium-ions pre-doped into a carbonaceous negative electrode.

Sensor equipment (S-SAR, AIS)
The S-band antenna is a micro-strip patch phased array of ~ 3 m x 1 m in size. The antenna size drives the satellite size which has been deliberately constrained to meet low cost launch vehicle requirements.

The payload can transmit and receive on both horizontal and vertical polarizations. The baseline payload configuration can be operated to produce imagery in polarimetric mixes that include single polar (HH, VV), dual polar (any 2 from HH, VV, HV or VH), tri-polar (any 3 from HH, VV, HV or VH), or quad polar (HH, VV, HV & VH).
### SAR antenna
- Microstrip patch phased array (3 m x 1 m)
- No of phase centers: 18 (with distributed RF electronics)
- Tx/Rx phase adjustment for beam shape and beam steering flexibility
- 6 rows provide across track beam steering
- 3 columns could be used for along track beam steering but not part of baseline modes
- Dual simultaneous receive paths providing full polarimetric capability
- Polarizations: full quad polar operations (HH, VV, HV, VH)
- Provision of co- and cross-polar information

### Peak RF power
1.8 kW

### Imaging polarization
Single polar, dual polar or triple polar

### Duty cycle
2-3 minutes per orbit (equates to single image 800 km long)

### Payload data memory
544 GByte

---

**S-SAR payload parameters (source: ESA EO portal)**

---

**Electrical architecture of the NovaSAR-S platform (image credit: SSTL)**
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**Sources:** ESA EO portal, BBC article, SpaceREF, NovaSAR-S brochure, NovaSAR-S datasheet
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